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May 24

the man trap encounter at 
farpoint 1

emissary 1 caretaker 1 Broken Bow 1

charlie x
!

encounter at 
farpoint 2

emissary 2 caretaker 2 Broken Bow 2

where no man 
has gone 
before

naked now past prologue parallax fight or flight

25

naked time code of honor a man alone time and again strange new 
world

enemy within last outpost babel phage unexpected

mudd’s women where no one 
has gone 
before

captive pursuit the cloud terra nova

26

what are little 
girls made of
!

lonely among 
us

q-less eye of the 
needle

the andorian 
incident

miri justice dax ex post facto breaking the 
ice

dagger of the 
mind

battle the passenger emanations civilization

27

corbomite 
maneuver

hide and q move along 
home

prime factors fortunate son

menagerie 1 haven the nagus state of flux cold front

menagerie 2 big goodbye vortex heroes and 
demons

silent enemy

28

conscience of 
the king

datalore battle lines cathexis dear doctor

balance of 
terror

angel one the storyteller faces sleeping dogs

shore leave 11001001 progress jetrel shadows of 
p’jem



29

galileo 7 too short a 
season

if wishes were 
horses

learning curve shuttlepod one

squire of 
gothos

when the 
bough breaks

the forsaken 2 the 37’s fusion

arena home soil dramatis 
personae

initiations rogue planet

June 2

tomorrow is 
yesterday

coming of age duet projections acquisition

court martial heart of glory in the hands of 
the prophets

elogium oasis

return of the 
archons

arsenal of 
freedom

2 homecoming non sequitur detained

3

space seed symbiosis circle twisted vox sola

a taste of 
armageddon

skin of evil siege parturition fallen hero

this side of 
paradise

we’ll always 
have paris

invasive 
procedures

persistence of 
vision

desert crossing

4

devil in the 
dark

conspiracy cardassians tattoo two nights and 
two days

errand of 
mercy

neutral zone melora cold fire shockwave 1

the alternative 
factor

2 the child rules of 
acquisition

maneuvers 2 shockwave 2

5

city on the 
edge

where silence 
has lease

necessary evil resistance carbon creek

operation: 
annihilate

elementary, my 
dear data

second sight prototype minefield

2. amok time outrageous 
okona

sanctuary alliances dead stop

6

who mourns for 
adonais

loud as a 
whisper

rivals threshold a night in 
sickbay



the changeling schizoid man the alternate meld marauders

mirror, mirror unnatural 
selection

armageddon 
game

dreadnought the seventh

8

the apple matter of honor whispers death wish the 
communicator

doomsday 
machine

measure of a 
man

paradise lifesigns singularity

catspaw dauphin shadowplay investigations vanishing point

9

i, mudd contagion playing god deadlock precious cargo

metamorphosis royale profit and loss innocence the catwalk

journey to 
babel

time squared blood oath the thaw dawn

10

friday’s child icarus factor maquis 1 tuvix stigma

the deadly 
years

pen pals maquis 2 resolutions cease fire

obsession q who! the wire basics 1 future tense

11

wolf in the fold samaritan 
snare

crossover 3 basics 2 canamar

trouble with 
tribbles

up the long 
ladder

the collaborator flashback the crossing

the gamesters 
of triskelion

manhunt tribunal the chute judgment

12

immunity 
syndrome

emissary the jem'hadar the swarm horizon

private little war peak 
performance

3 the search 1 false profits the breach

return to 
tomorrow

shades of gray the search 2 remember cogenitor

13



patterns of 
force

3 evolution the house of 
quark

sacred ground regeneration

by any other 
name

ensigns of 
command

equilibrium future’s end 1 first flight

omega glory survivors second skin future's end 2 bounty

15

ultimate 
computer

who watches 
the watchers

the abandoned warlord the expanse

bread and 
circuses

the bonding civil defense q and the grey 3 the xindi

assignment: 
earth

booby trap meridian macrocosm anomaly

16

3. spock’s brain enemy defiant fair trade extinction

enterprise 
incident

price fascination alter ego rajiin

paradise 
syndrome

vengeance 
factor

past tense 1 coda impulse

17

and the 
children shall 
lead

defector past tense 2 blood fever exile

is there in truth 
no beauty

hunted life support unity the shipment

spectre of the 
gun

high ground heart of stone darkling twilight

18

day of the dove deja q destiny rise north star

for the world is 
hollow

a matter of 
perspective

prophet motive favorite son simlitude

tholian web yesterday’s 
enterprise

visionary before and 
after

carpenter 
street

19

plato’s 
stepchildren

the offspring distant voices real life chosen realm

wink of an eye sins of the 
favor

through the 
looking glass

distant origin proving ground



the empath allegiance improbable 
cause

displaced stratagem

20

elaan of troyius captain’s 
holiday

the die is cast worst case 
scenario

harbinger

whom gods 
destroy

tin man explorers scorpion 1 doctor’s orders

let that be your 
last battlefield

hollow pursuits family business 4 scorpion 2 hatchery

22

mark of gideon the most toys shakaar gift azanti prime

that which 
survives

sarek facets day of honor damage

lights of zetar menage a troi the adversary nemesis the forgotten

23

requiem for 
methuselah

transfigurations 4 the way of 
the warrior 1

revulsion E2

the way to 
eden

the best of both 
worlds 1

the way of the 
warrior 2

raven the council

cloud minders 4 the best of 
both worlds 2

visitor scientific 
method

countdown

24

the savage 
curtain

family hippocratic 
oath

year of hell 1 zero hour

all our 
yesterdays

brothers indiscretion year of hell 2 4 stormfront 1

turbnabout 
intruder

suddenly 
human

rejoined random 
thoughts

stormfront 2

25

TAS beyond 
the farthest 
star/yesteryear

remember me starship down concerning 
flight

home

one of our 
planets is 
missing/lorelei 
signal

legacy little green men mortal coil borderland

more tribbles/
survivor

reunion sword of 
kahless

waking 
moments

cold station 12



July 1

infinit vulcan/
magicks of 
metas tu

future imperfect our man bashir message in a 
bottle

the augments

once upon a 
planet/mudd’s 
passion

final mission homefront hunters the forge

terratin 
incident/time 
trap

the loss paradise lost prey awakening

2

ambergis 
element/slaver 
weapon

data’s day crossfire retrospect kir’shara

eye of the 
beholder/jihad

the wounded return to grace killing game 1 daedalus

TAS2 pirates of 
orion/Bem

devil’s due sons of mogh killing game 2 observer effect

3

practical joker/
albatross

clues bar association vis a vis babel one

how sharper 
than a 
serpent’s tooth/
counter-clock 
incident

first contact accession omega 
directive

united

STTMP galaxy’s child rules of 
engagement

unforgettable the aenar

4

STTMP night terrors hard time living witness affliction

STTMP identity crisis shattered 
mirror

demon divergence

TWOK the n.th degree the muse one bound

5

TWOK qpid for the cause hope and fear in a mirror 
darkly 1

SFS drumhead to the death 5 night in a mirror 
darkly 2

SFS half a life the quickening drone demons

http://n.th


7

TVH the host body parts extreme risk terra prime

TVH the mind’s eye broken link in the flesh these are the 
voyages…

FF in theory 5 apocalypse 
rising

once upon a 
time

8

FF redemption 1 the ship timeless

UC redemption 2 looking for 
par’mach in all 
the wrong 
places

infinite 
progress

UC darmok nor the battle to 
the strong

nothing human

9

ensign ro the assignment thirty days

silicon avatar trials and 
tribble-ations

counterpoint

disaster let he who is 
without sin

latent image

the game things past bride of 
chaotica

10

unification 1 the ascent gravity

unification 2 rapture bliss

a matter of time the darkness 
and the light

dark frontier 1

new ground the begotten dark frontier 2

hero worship for the uniform disease

11

violations in purgatory’s 
shadow

course: oblivion

masterpiece 
society

by inferno’s 
light

flight

conundrum doctor basher, i 
presume

think tank



power play a simple 
investifation

juggernaut

ethics business as 
usual

someone to 
watch over me

13

outcast ties of blood 
and water

11:59

cause and 
effect

ferengi love 
songs

relativity

the first duty soldiers of the 
empire

warhead

cost of living children of time equinox 1

perfect mate blaze of glory 6 equinox

14

imaginary 
friend

empok nor survival instinct

i, borg in the cards barge of the 
dead

next phase call to arms tinker tenor 
doctor spy

inner light 6 a time to 
stand

alice

time’s arrow 1 rocks and 
shoals

riddles

15

6 time’s arrow 
2

sons and 
daughters

dragon’s teeth

realm of fear behind the 
lines

one small step

man of the 
people

favor the bold the voyager 
conspiracy

relics sacrifice of 
angels

pathfinder

schisms you are 
cordially invited

fair haven

16

true q resurrection blink of an eye



rascals statistical 
probabilities

virtuoso

a fistful of 
datas

the magnificent 
ferengi

memorial

the quality of 
life

waltz tsunkatse

chain of 
command 1

who mourns for 
morn

collective

17

chain of 
command2

far beyond the 
stars

spirit folk

ship in a bottle one little ship ashes to ashes

aquiel honor among 
thieves

child’s play

face of the 
enemy

change of heart good shepard

tapestry wrongs darker 
than death or 
night

live fast and 
prosper

18

birthright 1 inquisition muse

birthright 2 in the pale 
moonlight

fury

starship mine his way lifeline

lessons the reckoning the haunting of 
deck 12

the chase valiant unimatrix zero 
1

20

frame of mind profit and lace 7 unimatrix 
zero 2

suspicions time’s orphan imperfection

rightful heir the sound of 
her voice

drive

second 
chances

tears of the 
prophets

repression



timescape 7  image in the 
sand

critical care

21

descent 1 shadows and 
symbols

inside man

7  descent 2 afterimage body and soul

liaisons take me out to 
the holosuite

nightengale

interface chrysalis flesh and blood

gambit 1 treachery, faith, 
and the great 
river

shattered

22

gambit 2 once more unto 
the breach

lineage

phantasms siege of 
AR-558

repentance

dark page covenant prophecy

attached it’s only a 
paper moon 

the void

force of nature prodigal 
daughter

workforce 1

23

inheritance the emperors 
new cloak

workforce 2

parallels field of fire human error

pegasus chimera q2

homeward badda bing author, author

sub rosa inter arma enim 
silent leges

friendship 1

24

lower decks penumbra natural law

thine own self til death do us 
part

homestead

masks strange 
bedfellows

renaissance 
man



eye of the 
beholder

the changing 
face of evil

endgame 1

genesis when it rains endgame 2

25

journey’s end tacking into the 
wind

firstborn extreme 
measures

bloodlines the dogs of war

emergence what you leave 
behind 1

preemptive 
strike

what you leave 
behind 2

27

all good things 
1

all good things 
2

Generations

Generations

First Contact

First Contact

Insurrection

Insurrection

Nemesis

Nemesis

Star Trek ‘09

Star Trek '09

28

Star Trek: ID

Star Trek: ID

The Cage




